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QUESTION 1

Which of the following commands will launch the Interactive console for Terraform interpolations? 

A. terraform 

B. terraform console 

C. terraform cmdline 

D. terraform cli 

Correct Answer: B 

The terraform console command provides an interactive console for evaluating expressions.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/commands/console.html 

 

QUESTION 2

When multiple engineers start deploying infrastructure using the same state file, what is a feature of remote state
storage that is critical to ensure the state does not become corrupt? 

A. state locking 

B. object storage 

C. encryption 

D. workspaces 

Correct Answer: A 

If supported by your backend, Terraform will lock your state for all operations that could write state. This prevents others
from acquiring the lock and potentially corrupting your state. State locking happens automatically on all operations that
could write state. You won\\'t see any message that it is happening. If state locking fails, Terraform will not continue.
You can disable state locking for most commands with the lock flag but it is not recommended. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which commands are available only after Vault has been unsealed? (select two) 

A. vault login -method=ldap -username=vault 

B. vault operator unseal 

C. vault kv get kv/apps/app01 

D. vault status 

Correct Answer: AC 
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Once Vault is unsealed, you can run vault login -method=ldap -username=vault and vault kv get kv/apps/ app01. The
second command assumes that you have authenticated but it cannot be run unless Vault is unsealed. vault status can
be run regardless of Vault is sealed or unsealed, and vault operator unseal can only be run when the vault is sealed. 

 

QUESTION 4

When using parent/child modules to deploy infrastructure, how would you export value from one module to import into
another module? For example, a module dynamically deploys an application instance or virtual machine, and you need
the IP address in another module to configure a related DNS record in order to reach the newly deployed application. 

A. configure an output value in the application module in order to use that value for the DNS module 

B. preconfigure the IP address as a parameter in the DNS module 

C. configure the pertinent provider\\'s configuration with a list of possible IP addresses to use 

D. export the value using terraform export and input the value using terraform input 

Correct Answer: A 

Output values are like the return values of a Terraform module and have several uses such as a child module using
those outputs to expose a subset of its resource attributes to a parent module. 

 

QUESTION 5

When registering a plugin with Vault, where would you configure the location where the binaries are located in order for
Vault to properly register the plugin? 

A. in the Vault configuration file using plugin_directory= 

B. in the UI underneath the plugin tab 

C. in the plugin configuration file using directory= 

D. within the CLI command when registering a plug 

Correct Answer: A 

The plugin directory is a configuration option of Vault, and can be specified in the configuration file. This setting specifies
a directory in which all plugin binaries must live; this value cannot be a symbolic link. A plugin can not be added to Vault
unless it exists in the plugin directory. There is no default for this configuration option, and if it is not set plugins can not
be added to Vault. Reference link:- https:// www.vaultproject.io/docs/internals/plugins 
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